We study a local majority algorithm, with two opinions, where nodes poll a subset of their neighbours and update their opinion to the opinion of the majority of the polled neighbours. We derive a condition on the number of neighbours to poll in order to ensure that the nodes end up in the state that was initially held by the majority of nodes. We also derive the time it takes the system to reach consensus. Our results are presented in the context of graphs with prescribed degree distribution and Erdos-Renyi graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let G = (V, E) be a graph where each of the n = |V | vertices maintains an opinion, which we will speak of in terms of two colours -red and blue. We are interested in distributed protocols on G that can bring about consensus to a single opinion. We also desire that the opinion that was the initial majority is certain or highly likely to be the consensus reached. We make no assumptions about the properties of the colours/opinions except that vertices can distinguish between them.
The local majority protocol in a synchronous discrete time setting does the following: At each time step, each vertex v polls all its neighbours and assumes the majority colour in the next time step. We study a generalisation of this, which we call the k-choice local majority protocol where a vertex polls a random subset of k neighbours, or the largest odd number it has if it doesn't have k. We can retrieve the local majority protocol by setting k to be the maximum degree, for example. This can be motivated by both a prescriptive and a descriptive view. In the former, as a consensus protocol, it can be seen as a distributed co-ordination mechanism for networked systems. In the latter, it can be seen as a natural process occurring, for example in social networks where it may represent the spread of influence.
One of the simplest and most widely studied distributed consensus algorithms is the voter model (see, e.g., [2, ch. 14] ). In the discrete time setting, at each time step t, each vertex chooses a single neighbour uniformly at random (uar) and assumes its opinion. Thus, it can be seen as an extreme case of the k-choice local majority protocol, with k = 1. The number of different opinions in the system is clearly non-increasing, and consensus is reached almost surely in finite, non-bipartite, connected graphs. Using an elegant martingale argument, [9] determined the probability of consensus to a particular colour. In our context this would be the sum of the degrees of vertices which started with that colour, as a fraction of the sum of degrees over all vertices. Thus, on regular graphs, for example, if the initial proportion of reds is a constant α, the probability of a red consensus is α. This probability is increased on non-regular graphs if the minority is "privileged" by sitting on high degree vertices (as in say, for example, the small proportion of high degree vertices in a graph with power-law distribution). This motivates an alternative where the majority is certain, or highly likely, to win. In addition to which colour dominates, one is also interested in how long it takes to reach consensus. In the voter model, there is a duality between the voting process and multiple random walks on the graph. The time it takes for a single opinion to emerge is the same as the time it takes for n independent random walks -one starting at each vertex -to coalesce into a single walk, where two or more random walks coalesce if they are on the same vertex at the same time.
A. Related work and comparisons to our own
In [6] a variant of local majority is studied where a vertex contacts m others and if d of them have the same colour, the vertex subsequently assumes this colour. They demonstrate convergence time of O(log n) and error probability -the probability of converging on the initial minority -decaying exponentially with n. However, the analysis is done only for the complete graph; our analysis of sparse graphs is a crucial difference, because the techniques employed for complete graphs do not carry through to sparse graphs, nor are they easily adapted. The error probability we give is not as strong but still strong, nevertheless. Furthermore, the convergence time we give is much smaller.
[12] and [11] look at local majority in different settings. In [12] , for d-regular λ-expanders they show that when there is a sufficiently large bias, there is convergence to initial majority. For the special case of d-regular random graphs, they show a bias equivalent to our α = 1/2 − 1/ √ d is sufficient for convergence to the initial majority. Our bias condition is more demanding, i.e., whenever our condition is satisfied, theirs is too. However, their results are limited to regular graphs and they do not address timings. In [11] the initial setting is the same as ours; each vertex is independently red with some probability, and they analyse the bias required for almost sure convergence to the majority. However, they study the process only on infinite regular trees.
In [5] the authors study the following protocol on random regular graphs and regular expanders: Each vertex picks two neighbours at random, and takes the majority of these with itself. They show convergence to the initial majority in O(log n) steps with high probability, subject to sufficiently large initial bias and high enough vertex degree.
Further afield, protocols that converge to initial global majority but which are not based on local majority rules are given in [3] and [13] . Whilst [3] applies to any connected graph, and converges to the initial global majority almost surely, the convergence time bound given in [14] (the best general bound currently available for this protocol) is rather high, O(n 4 log n). In contrast, [13] , like [6] , gives a protocol which is O(log n) time and has exponentially small error probability. However, like [6] , their analysis is dependent on the graph being complete.
As far as we know, our analysis is the first to demonstrate (sub)logarithmic, distributed, consensus on the initial majority with high probability (i.e., with probability tending to 1 as n → ∞), on sparse graphs. This paper concerns two graph models: The space of graphs given by a specified degree sequence, and Erdős-Rényi random graphs. The former will be elaborated upon in the next section, with both definitions and structural lemmas. In section III we will give the main theorems for how the k-choice local majority protocol acts for this class of graphs. Subsequently, in section IV we will do the same for Erdős-Rényi random graphs.
For a vertex v denote by N (v) the neighbours of v in G and let d(v) = d v = |N (v)|. In this paper the log function is to base e when no base is stated. We will denote by G ∈ G(n, p) the Erdős-Rényi random graph with n vertices and edge probability p. For a graph G and a vertex v ∈ G, let G[v, s] denote the subgraph induced by the set of vertices within a distance s of v.
II. GRAPHS OF A GIVEN DEGREE SEQUENCE:
GRAPH MODEL Let V = [n] be a vertex set and define G n (d) to be the set of connected simple graphs with degree sequence d = (d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d n ), where d i is the degree of vertex i ∈ V . Clearly, restrictions on degree sequences are required in order for the model to make sense. An obvious one is that the sum of the degrees in the sequence cannot be odd. Even then, not all degree sequences are graphical and not all graphical sequences can produce simple graphs. Take for example the two vertices v and w where d v = 3 and d w = 1. In order to study this model, we restrict the degree sequences to those which are nice and graphs which have nice degree sequences are termed the same. The precise definition will be given in section II-A, but basically, nice graphs are sparse, with not too many high degree vertices. They also have the property that there is a constant 0 < κ ≤ 1 and an integer d (that may grow with n) that occurs κn + o(n) times in d, and any integer smaller than d occurs o(n) times. We call d the effective minimum degree. It may be assumed where it appears below that d is nice.
Our analysis also requires that graphs G taken from G n (d) have certain structural properties. The subset of graphs G n (d) having these properties form a large pro-
). We term graphs in G n (d) for d nice as typical. Further details will be given in section II-B.
For the special case of d-regular graphs G with d ≥ 5 constant, we can give stronger bounds on the error probability at the expense of time. To do so we require that G be typical regular, which almost all connected simple d-regular graphs are. More precisely, if G n (d) is the set of all connected simple d-regular graphs on n vertices, and G n (d) ⊆ G n (d) is the subset of typical regular graphs, then |G n (d)|/|G n (d)| → 1 as n → ∞, as shown in [4] .
A. Assumptions about the degree sequence
and let θ = 2m/n be the average degree. We use the notations d i and d(i) for the degree of vertex i.
Let 0 < κ ≤ 1 be constant, 0 < c < 1/8 be constant and let γ = ( √ log n/θ) 1/3 . We suppose the degree sequence d satisfies the following conditions:
Let d ≥ 5 be such that n d = κn + o(n). We call d the effective minimum degree.
(iv)
Number of little vertices
Any degree sequence with constant maximum degree, and for which d = δ is nice. The conditions hold in particular, for d-regular graphs, d ≥ 5, d = δ = o( √ log n), as condition (iii) holds with κ = 1. The spaces of graphs we consider are somewhat more general. The condition nice allows, for example, bi-regular graphs where half the vertices are degree d ≥ 5 and half of degree ∆ = o( √ log n).
Condition (ii) ensures connectivity with high probability. Conditions (i), (iv), (v) and (vi) allow the structural properties in Lemma 1 to be inferred via the configuration model, as was done in [1] . The effective minimum degree condition (iii), ensures that some entry in the degree sequence occurs order n times, and our analysis requires d ≥ 5. In the conclusion, we shall discuss relaxing this condition.
Definition 1.
A nice degree sequence d satisfies conditions (i)-(vi) above, and we apply the same adjective to any graph G ∈ G n (d) with a nice d.
B. Structural properties of G
Let C be a large constant, and let ω = ω(n) = C log log n.
A cycle or path is small, if it has at most 2ω+1 vertices, otherwise it is large. Let
for some large constant B. A vertex v is light if it has degree at most , otherwise it is heavy. A cycle or path is light if all vertices are light.
Lemmas 1 and 2 are from [1] .
). Let d be a nice degree sequence and let G be chosen uar from G n (d). With probability 1 − O(n −1/4 ),
(a)
No pair of vertex disjoint small light cycles is joined by a small light path.
(b)
No light vertex is in two small light cycles.
(c)
No small cycle contains a heavy vertex or little vertex, or is connected to a heavy or little vertex by a small path.
(d)
No pair of little or heavy vertices is connected by a small path.
Recall for a graph G and a vertex v ∈ G, G[v, s] denotes the subgraph induced by the set of vertices within a distance
all vertices on levels 0, 1, ..., h − 1 have degree d). We choose the following value for h, which depends on the average degree θ. 
Definition 2. A typical graph G is one that is nice and also satisfies conditions (a)-(e) of Lemmas 1 and 2.
Definition 3. Let L 1 = 1 log d n, where 1 > 0 is a sufficiently small constant. A typical regular graph G of degree d for some constant d is one that is typical and and additionally has the following property:
From [4] we have the following,
the set of all simple connected d-regular graphs. With probability tending to 1 as n → ∞, no pair of cycles
Thus, we see that a fraction 1 − n −Ω(1) of graphs G ∈ G n (d) are typical and a fraction 1 − o(1) of G ∈ G n (d), the set of n-vertex simple connected d-regular graphs, are typical regular.
III. GRAPHS OF A GIVEN DEGREE SEQUENCE: RESULTS
For all the results we give -both lower and upper bounds -we assume the same initialisation of the colours of the vertices: initially, each vertex of G is red independently with probability α ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and is otherwise blue. A simple Chernoff bound argument gives the following:
Proposition 4. For come constant c > 0, blue is the initial majority with probability at least 1 − e −cn .
A. The lower bound Definition 4. We call a protocol P local-stable (LS) if it has the following properties
It is local meaning that a vertex v can only directly exchange information with its neighbours (ii)
It is stable, meaning that if a vertex v and all its neighbours N (v) are the same colour, then under P, v will not change colour in the next step
Suppose initially each vertex of G is red independently with probability α ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and is blue otherwise. For any local-stable protocol P, the following holds: With probability 1 − e −Ω(n 1−o(1) ) , at time step (1−o(1)) log d log d n, P will not have reached consensus on the initial majority.
Since G is typical, there exist n 1−O(1/ log log n) d-tree-regular vertices (Definition 2) so there will be Ω n 1−O(1/ log log n) / 2ω non-intersecting d-regular trees of depth h (recall the definition of from equation (2)). Therefore, the probability that at least one of these is initially all red is at least
where c = 1 α > 2. The logarithm of the bracketed expression in (4) is
Thus (4) is 1 − e −Ω(n 1−o(1) ) .
By the locality and stability conditions, G[v, h] being initially all red means it requires at least h time steps until v can become blue. The theorem follows by Proposition 4.
B. The upper bounds
We first formally define the protocol. Time is indexed by the non-negative integers t = 0, 1, 2, . . .. For a given graph G, let X P t (v) be the indicator function for vertex v being blue at time t under protocol P, i.e., X P t (v) = 1 iff v is blue at time step t when running protocol P. For a positive integer k and a vertex v, define v(k) = min k, 2 d(v)−1 2 + 1 . Thus, v(k) is the minimum of k and the largest odd number not greater than d(v). Below we assume k is odd.
possible subsets. v then assumes at time t + 1 the majority colour at time t of the vertices in N v (t + 1). More formally,
For real α and integer ν ≥ 2 define
In this section we shall prove the following:
Suppose initially each vertex of G is red independently with probability α ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and is otherwise blue. case 5 ≤ k ≤ d: Let ν = k−1 2 and suppose f (ν, α) < β for some constant β < 1. Then for any constant ε > 0, with probability 1 − n −Ω((log n) ε/2 ) , MP k will have reached consensus on the initial majority by time step and suppose f (ν, α) < β for some constant β < 1. Then for any constant ε > 0, with probability 1 − n −Ω((log n) ε/2 ) , MP k will have reached consensus on the initial majority by time step
Observe that k is not required to be a constant; it is allowed to be a function of n which goes to infinity.
Consequent of Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, MP k is asymptotically optimal when k = d (in fact, when d/k = O(1)). Note 1+ε log k ν is at most 3(1 + ε) by the assumption k ≥ 5, and it is (1 + o(1))(1 + ε) if k → ∞ with n. Thus, when k = d → ∞ the upper bound is within factor 1 + ε of the lower bound, for arbitrarily small constant ε > 0.
An immediate corollary concerns random regular graphs: Corollary 7. Let G ∈ G n (d) be drawn uniformly at random from the set of simple, connected d-regular graphs on n vertices, where 5 ≤ d = o( √ log n). Let 5 ≤ k ≤ d be odd. Suppose initially each vertex of G is red independently with probability α ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and is otherwise blue. If f k−1 2 , α < β for some constant β < 1, then with high probability, MP k will reach consensus on the initial majority within Θ(log k log k n) steps.
For regular graphs, we can get a stronger error probability at the expense of time. For simplicty, we will only state it for the case k = d, with d odd.
Theorem 8. Suppose G ∈ G n (d) is typical regular with (odd) effective minimum degree d . Suppose initially each vertex of G is red independently with probability α ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and is otherwise blue. If f d−1 2 , α < β for some constant β < 1, then for some constants c > 1 and 0 < ε < 1, with probability 1 − O c −n ε , by time O(log n) MP d will have reached consensus on the initial majority.
We give a brief outline of the key ideas that we use. Core to our analysis is the tree subgraph. Consider a tree T (v) with root v. Suppose for simplicity that all non-leaf vertices have degree d + 1, where d ≥ 5 is odd, and that the tree is of depth h. Set k = d. Instead of picking from all neighbours, we consider a slightly different protocol where non-leaf vertices only poll their children and take the majority colour from that. At t = 0, each vertex is red independently with probability α < 1/2. Now consider a vertex x at depth h − 1, meaning x is parent to leaves. At time t = 1, x polls its children in T (v) and takes the majority colour. x's own colour at time t = 0 is irrelevant. At time t = 1, x will be red with probability p 1 = Pr(Bin(d, α) > d/2), which is less than p 0 = α. All the other vertices at depth h − 1 have the same probability of being red. Furthermore, since vertices only poll their children, those at depth h−1 are independent of each other. Thus, from the point of view of vertices at depth h − 2, at time t = 2, they poll children, each of which is independently red with probability p 1 . Hence, at t = 2, a depth h − 2 vertex is red with probability p 2 = Pr(Bin(d, p 1 ) > d/2) which is less than p 1 . Continuing in this manner, the sequence p 0 , p 1 , . . . decays exponentially, and by time t = h, the root vertex will be sampling children which have a very low probability of being red such that taking the union bound over all such "tree-like" vertices v, means with high probability none of them are red at time h.
In our analysis, we use this tree local subgraph and analyse a modification of the majority protocol where vertices in the tree make the conservative assumption that their parents are red. This can only do worse in terms of error probability so provides a valid bound. Of course not all vertices in the graphs under consideration are regular and locally tree-like, and we make use of results on structural properties of these graphs to handle those vertices close to cycles or which have small degree vertices in the locality.
For any v ∈ V , there is some integer s ≥ 0 such that T = G[v, s] is a tree rooted at v. We define the modified . Thus, MMP is the same as MP except that vertices in T effectively make the conservative assumption that a parent is picked and it is red. This will help in getting an upper bound on the probability of red.
In the next lemma, we couple MMP k and MP k to show how the former bounds the latter. In order to do so, we make use of the fact that the randomness of the system is not affected by the actions of the protocols. To reiterate, given a graph G, there are two sources of randomness; there is the initial random assignment of colours, and there is the sequence of choices of neighbours (N v (t)) ∞ t=1 each vertex v makes. Thus, the Cartesian product Ω of the possible initial colourings with each of the infinite sequences of neighbour choices each vertex creates a probability space, where an element σ ∈ Ω is a particular initial colouring of the vertices and, for each vertex v, a particular infinite sequence of neighbour choices made by v. The next lemma compares MMP k and MP k under the same σ ∈ Ω. Let ω (n, k) = log k log k n.
We re-iterate that both k and d may be functions of n that go to infinity: 
Since
and using the inequality 2n
and define p t to be the RHS of the above inequality.
Then for t+1 and all x such that d(v, x) = Aω −t−1,
Hence for any t ≤ Aω and all x such that d(v, x) = Aω − t,
In particular, when t = Aω , ν t = ν Aω = (log k n) A log k ν , and by the condition f (ν, α) < β,
Now log k ν = log k ( k−1 2 ) > 0.43 since we assume k ≥ 5. Hence, if A = 1+ε log k ν where ε > 0 is a constant, then the positive part of the exponent in (7) is
Thus, (7) is n −Ω((log n) ε/2 ) and applying Corollary 10 completes the proof.
The above lemma deals with vertices v for which G[v, Aω ] is a tree and each non-leaf vertex in this tree has degree at least d. We are left to deal with vertices v for which G[v, Aω ] contains a cycle or a non-leaf vertex with degree less than d. Proof: Observe first of all that C in the definition of ω is an arbitrarily large constant. Hence, we can assume Aω ≤ ω. In Lemma 1 (c) says all vertices within distance 2ω + 1 of a small cycle C 1 are light, so any other small cycle C 2 within 2ω + 1 either connects to C 1 via a small light path or C 1 and C 2 intersect. The former case is precluded by (a) and the latter by (b) of the same lemma. Therefore, no pair of small cycles is within distance 2ω +1 of each other. Hence, if for some v, G[v, Aω ] is not a tree, then for some (unique) cycle C, v is either on C or there is a unique small path from v to C. Consider the latter case. Suppose x ∈ N (v) is on the small path. We may assume x always to be red and since v has degree at least d (by Lemma 1 (c)), the bound in (7) holds. Now suppose v is on the cycle C. Suppose {x, y} are the neighbours of v on C. Each vertex u ∈ N (v)\{x, y} has degree at least d (by Lemma 1 (c)) and can assume v is always red to get the bound in (7) . Thus by time Aω all of N (v) \ {x, y} will be blue and in the next step they will out-vote {x, y} if d − 2 > 2.
We now deal with little vertices. By Lemma 1 (d) there can be at most one vertex u ∈ G[v, Aω ] such that d(u) < d. If u ≡ v then by the above argument all of N (v) will be blue by time Aω and so v will be in the next step. Otherwise, there is a unique path from v to u which can be cut off, and by the above argument the bound holds.
We now address the case k > d o where d o is the largest odd number not greater than d. Intuitively, it would seem that having a higher degree could only help the root vertex become the the initial majority, since a larger number of child vertices are being sampled. Indeed, the following formally justifies this intuition. Proposition 13. Let N be a natural number and p ∈ (0, 1 2 ). Then Pr (Bin(2N, p) 
As such, if MMP k is run with k > d o , the probability the root is red is at most the probability for MMP d o . Thus, for k > d o , we may apply Lemma 11 setting k = d o and arrive at a correct conclusion. Why then not derive a similar result directly for k > d o ? On the assumption that the degrees of vertices in the tree are at least k + 1, and k = O(log n), one may do so, getting a blue root vertex within O(log k log k n) steps. However, the result would not hold for all vertices. The effective minimum degree d is a natural upper barrier since it defines the structural result given in Lemma 2, which we apply to get the lower bound. Thus, even if some vertices become blue more quickly in time O(log k log k n), there will be some which require
Proof of Theorem 6: For 5 ≤ k ≤ d, using Lemmas 11 and 12, apply a union bound to all n vertices in G. The case k > d o follows by the above discussion. Finally, we apply Proposition 4.
Proof of Theorem 8:
This follows by the same reasoning as the proof of Theorem 6, except that now we use trees of depth L 1 , giving a time L 1 and error bound (7) of
for some pair of constants c > 1 and 0 < ε < 1.
IV. ERDŐS-RÉNYI RANDOM GRAPHS
We study G n (p) for p = c log n n , where c > 2 + and > 0 is a constant. We shall take k to be an odd constant, though it should not be too difficult to extend the results for values which go to infinity with n. Theorem 14 below gives a probability for a trial whereby a graph G from G(n, p) is picked then the protocol run on it, i.e., there is randomness in the actual graph the protocol is run on. This is in contrast to Theorems 5, 6 and 8 where there was no randomness in picking the graph; it merely had to be a graph from the typical set. When p = 1, however, G(n, p) will be the complete graph with probability 1. In this case, it is interesting to compare this result with those given in [6] ; the error probability in Theorem 14 is not as strong as the exponentially small one given in [6] but the convergence time is O(log log n) compared to their O(log n).
Theorem 14. Let
> 0 be a constant and p ≥ (2 + ) log n/n. Pick a graph G ∈ G(n, p) and suppose each vertex in G is initially red independently with probability α ∈ (0, 1 2 ), and is otherwise blue. Let k ≥ 5 be an odd constant and let ν = k−1
2 . If f (ν, α) < β for some constant β < 1, then for any positive constant ε, the following holds with probability 1 − n −Ω(1) : By time 1+ε log k ν log k log k n MP k will have reached consensus on the initial majority.
Proof: We use the Chernoff bound. If X is the degree of a particular vertex v, X ∼ Bin(n − 1, p). Let 1 be a constant such that 1 > 1 > 2/(2 + ). Then
for some constant c 1 > 0. Taking the union bound over all vertices means that with probability at least 1 − n −c1 each vertex has degree at least c 2 log n for some constant c 2 > 0.
Our approach is as follows: We fix a vertex v and choose a positive integer T . We work backwards in time from t = T looking at the k vertices polled by v at time T , then look at the k 2 vertices polled by those vertices at time T − 1 and so on. We shall show that if If T is not too large, the polling decisions will have a tree structure, or will be a tree plus one extra edge. We shall see that we can choose T to be Aω , where A = 1+ε log k ν and ω = log k log k n. We then calculate the probability of v being blue at time Aω based on the same principle as the previous section.
For a vertex v, denote the set of k vertices chosen by v at time t by N v (t). Consider a "root" vertex v. We build a (multi)graph T = T (v) with the following algorithm. The data structure map associates a vertex with a value. E(T ) is the edge multiset of T . The vertex set V (T )
is not a multiset. Before two cycles have formed, no vertex has exposed more than 2k + 2 edges. Given that k is a constant and each vertex has degree Ω(log n), this exposure is negligible. Since |V (T )| ≤ k Aω +1 , the probability, at any particular step before two cycles are formed, of connecting to T is O k Aω +1 /n . Therefore, the probability that at any point in its construction T is picked twice is at most
where we have used the assumption that k is constant in the last equality. Taking the union bound over all n originating vertices, we see that with probability 1 − n −Ω(1) , T (v) has at most one cycle for every v in G.
We can now apply the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 6. If for a v T (v) has a cycle C , then if v is not on C we can cut off the (unique) branch containing C and the bounds in (7) holds, as per the proof of Lemma 12. If v is on C, then since k − 2 > 2, the two neighbours of v on C are out-voted by those not on C, again, as per the proof of Lemma 12.
V. FURTHER WORK
There are a number of possible directions for further research. Recall that nice degree sequences required the effective minimum degree d to be at least 5. Since we require minimum degree 3 to ensure connectivity, it would appear to be a suitable target for reducing the bound on d. However, if there are Ω(n) vertices with degree 3, then there could be cycles of degree 3 vertices with some of those cycles being entirely the minority colour. Since they can't change colour, consensus can't be reached on the initial global majority. In this case, an alternate protocol such as choosing neighbours uniformly at random with replacement could be an interesting line of investigation.
